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Abstract
The assessment of thermal stress stimuli in Poland was based on the Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI). Daily values of UTCI at 24 stations selected to represent the whole area of Poland at 12:00 UTC were calculated over the period 1951-2018. Various UTCI characteristics, i.e., spatial averages of daily, monthly and annual values, daily spatial contrasts (i.e., the difference between daily highest and lowest UTCI values) were defined in each of 8 bioclimatic regions of Poland. Ten-year trends for UTCI and spatial contrast values were counted and their statistical significance was analysed. A statistically significant increase in UTCI values was found in all the regions of Poland. However, contrasts in thermal stress both for Poland as a whole and in most of the regions decreased significantly, especially in the north-east of Poland, the country’s coldest region. This indicates a reduction in the stimuli of thermal environment in Poland and in most of the individual regions.
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Introduction
The human organism is constantly affected by stimuli from all of the atmospheric environment, comprising both the basic meteorological elements (solar radiation, air temperature and humidity, atmospheric pressure, air movement, and precipitation), and air composition (gaseous and particulate), its ionisation, intensity of electromagnetic fields, noise, vibration, smell, as well as living organisms in the air (aeroplankton) (WMO, 1999). These elements are customarily classed into three groups: physical, biological and chemical stimuli.
One of the main ways in which the human body senses the external environment is thermal sensation or thermal stress (whatever name it takes and in whatever manner, simple or more complex, it is calculated). The so-called “thermal environment” comprises both atmospheric heat exchange conditions (stress) and the physiological response (strain) (Jendritzky et al., 2012). It depends not only on air temperature, but also on the intensity of solar radiation, air humidity and wind speed (Köppe et al., 2004; Gasparini et al., 2015). The human autonomous thermoregulatory system reacts to ambient stimuli in many ways depending on ambient temperature (low or high), and attempts to balance the heat budget and to maintain the thermal equilibrium of the body core (Kenney, 1985; Parsons, 2014; Cheshire, 2016). These biological processes are supported by behavioural adaptation.

In bioclimatic research several indicators of heat exposure that consider the physical properties of the ambient environment have been developed (Epstein & Moran, 2006; Błażejczyk et al., 2012; Parsons, 2014; de Freitas & Grigorieva, 2017). Among them the Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI), which defines thermal stress in humans, has been applied more and more frequently in bioclimatic research. UTCI is used for instance in research on mortality and morbidity (Nastos & Matzarakis, 2012; Urban and Kyselý, 2014; Parsons, 2014; Kuchcik, 2017, 2020; Błażejczyk et al., 2018), work effectiveness (Bröde et al., 2013), assessment of bioclimatic potential for tourism and recreation (Błażejczyk & Kunert, 2011), evaluation of urban bioclimate (Błażejczyk et al., 2014; Cheung & Hart, 2014) and many other areas.

Climate changes, observed worldwide and which have accelerated after 1990 (e.g. IPCC, 2013, 2018; Heim, 2015; National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2016; Lewis & King, 2017) cause changes in bioclimatic conditions what reflects also in Polish studies (e.g. Piotrowicz, 2007; Wibig et al. 2009a, b; Błażejczyk & Twardosz, 2010; Kuchcik, 2017). However, as bioclimatic indicators require the input of a wide range of meteorological data and their preparation and calculation is time-consuming, they are not frequently analysed. So far only few studies have presented long-term historical changes in UTCI and many of them concern Poland (Okoniewska & Więcław, 2013; Błażejczyk et al., 2015; Kuchcik, 2017; Owczarek, 2019; Wu et al., 2019; Dobek et al., 2020; Tomczyk & Owczarek 2020; Zeng et al., 2020). Lastly, di Napoli et al. (2020) have developed UTCI time series as a sequence of spatial grids at 0.25° resolution (approximately 31 km at the equator) and 1 hour intervals for the period 1981-2019.

Thermal stress changes both over time and spatially. As well as changing daily, seasonally and multiannually, perceived conditions also vary depending on location. This is why in addition to general regionalizations of Poland’s climate (Romer, 1949; Okołowicz & Martyn, 1979; Woś, 1993), climate and agricultural (Gumiński, 1948), and pluviothermal regionalizations (Schmuck, 1965; Ziernicka-Wojtaszek & Zawora, 2008), also regionalizations based on the structure of active surface heat balance (Paszyński & Krawczyk, 1970) and values of biometeorological indicators (Kozłowska-Szczęsna, 1991; Krawczyk, 1993; Błażejczyk, 2004) have been elaborated. The latter two took into account climate stimuli, that is the variability over time of climate feature values.

The current paper attempts to assess both UTCI values themselves in areas (regions) with differing bioclimatic features, and maximum daily differences in UTCI between stations in a given region, as well as their changes over the period 1951-2018. The purpose of the paper is a general analysis of the stimuli of bioclimatic conditions, understood mainly as the extreme daily UTCI values but also as their contrasts in the region. The multianual variability of spatial contrasts and their trends are also under analysis.

Data

In the study daily values of UTCI at 12:00 UTC (respectively 1 pm winter time, 2 pm summer time) were calculated. The analysed
period covers 68 years, from 1951 to 2018, and data were collected at 24 stations selected to represent the whole area of Poland (Fig. 1). In three stations, measurement started slightly later: on 19.11.1952 in Mikołajki, on 17.06.1954 in Lesko and on 1.01.1955 in Terespol. In Mikołajki there was one, almost 2-year, break in data lasted from 1.05.1992 to 31.12.1993. Except for this gap, the remaining data was 99.3-100% complete. Also as a result of lack of data in Lesko in the Carpathian region, in which only 2 stations have been taken into account, differences between UTCI values in Zakopane and Lesko were analysed from 1955.

The meteorological stations used in this research were assigned to areas approximately reflecting bioclimatic regions (Kozłowska-Szczeńska et al., 2002; Błażejczyk & Kunert, 2011) and their specific patterns of geographical environment: Coastal (A, influenced by the Baltic Sea), Lakeland (B, lake district in the north of Poland, transitional between Coastal and Central), North-eastern (C, exposed to advection of arctic and continental air masses, the coldest), Central (D, the biggest, containing mainly lowlands, which are strongly influenced by traversing of oceanic and continental air masses), Eastern (E, with increased advection of polar continental air), Sudetic (F, where vertical changes of meteorological parameters contribute to the climate and bioclimate of the area but which is more influenced by oceanic air masses than the Carpathians) and Carpathian (G, more influenced by continental air masses) and Mountain summits (H, with the most stimuli and severe weather). These areas differ from the bioclimatic regions as used in previous works because on the basis of previous UTCI studies and with only 24 stations, the authors decided to include Tarnów in the central region. Moreover, mountain summits (Śnieżka and Kasprowy Wierch) were removed from the mountainous regions and grouped as a distinct region. This is why authors used letters not the Roman

Figure 1. Distribution of stations used in the study and approximate dividing lines of the areas to which stations were assigned; symbols explained in the text
numbers to underline that areas differ from Polish bioclimatic regions and not confuse them (Błażejczyk, 2004). Also the lines separating the areas in Figure 1 are indicative only and are not the borders between bioclimatic regions, they are approximate lines dividing group of the stations one from another. In the paper the Authors will use the terms regions and areas interchangeably (Fig. 1).

**Methods**

To assess the changes in thermal stress conditions in Poland the Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI, Błażejczyk et al., 2012; Bröde et al., 2012) was used. UTCI reflects the intensity of heat and cold stress in humans, which are physiological reactions of an organism to atmospheric stimuli. UTCI is defined as the ambient temperature of the reference condition causing the same model response as the actual condition. Thus, UTCI is an equivalent of air temperature which would produce, under reference conditions, the same thermal strain as in the actual thermal environment. The deviation of UTCI from air temperature depends on the actual values of air temperature (Ta), mean radiant temperature (Tmrt – calculated on the basis of cloud cover), wind speed (va – assuming that the smallest wind speed on 10 m was 0.5 m·s⁻¹ and the highest was 27 m·s⁻¹, the range of wind speed values UTCI was mainly created for) and humidity, expressed as water vapour pressure (vp) or relative humidity (RH).

To start with, of the UTCI values from 12:00 UTC in all stations of the given area were calculated. Then daily lowest (UTCImin) and highest (UTCImax) values at all the stations in the area were indicated and the spatial average (UTCIavg) were calculated (e.g. UTCImin is the lowest UTCI value in given day among 3 stations in sea area, UTCImax – the highest, and UTCIavg – the spatial average of the values from all 3 stations representing sea area). In the next step, spatial averages of daily, monthly and annual UTCI values within all the considered areas were examined similarly as in Błażejczyk et al. (2015) research.

Next, daily UTCI spatial contrasts (dUTCI) in each of the areas, defined as the difference between the daily highest and lowest UTCI values in given area, were analysed. Based on dUTCI, monthly and yearly means (dUTCIavg) were calculated. The highest (dUTCImax) and lowest (dUTCImin) contrast values for individual months and the whole year were also established. Ten-year moving averages and 10-year trends of dUTCIavg, dUTCImax and dUTCImin were calculated and their statistical significance was verified with Stragraphics Centurion XVI, version 16.2.04. UTCI was calculated using the BioKlima 2.6 software package.

The distribution of UTCI values presented on the maps (Fig. 2) were drawn using ESRI® ArcMap 10.6.1 software. The spatial distribution of UTCImax, UTCIavg and UTCImin in Poland was based on data from 24 stations.
using the Natural Neighbor Interpolation method (Spatial Analyst Toolbox). This method was selected because it is the most appropriate for continuous variables (e.g. temperature) with uneven distribution of data points. The obtained results were then extrapolated to the Polish borders.

Results
General characteristic of UTCI in Poland

Thermal stress conditions in Poland are spatially differentiated. Individual UTCI characteristics (maximum, minimum and mean values) vary by region. The highest UTCIavg values (10.2°C) were noted in the south in the Sandomierski Basin (Tarnów). The spatial distribution of yearly UTCIavg follows diagonal belts running from the north-west to the south-east: the lowest values were recorded in the north-east and the highest ones, in the south and south-west, except in mountainous areas (Fig. 2). The highest values for UTCImax (> 40°C) were noted in western and central Poland and the lowest ones, in mountainous regions, especially on summits. The opposite distribution occurred for UTCImin. In this case, the lowest values (< -40°C, but sometimes reaching values even below -55°C) were observed in north-eastern and mountainous regions (especially the Carpathians). Relatively high UTCImin values were noted in north-western Poland and in the central upland region (Kielce, Katowice). One of the reasons for such a distribution is that north-eastern and eastern Poland is influenced by frequent advections of arctic and polar continental air masses, but in western and north-western areas increased frequency of oceanic air masses is visible (Fig. 2).

In turn, in the years 1951-2018 the spatial UTCI average from all 24 stations was 5.9°C, the average annual minimum UTCI was -25.7°C, and average annual maximum UTCI, 32.6°C (Tab. 1). In a spatial analysis of average UTCI values in regions excluding mountain summits, the North-eastern area was the coldest with an average UTCI of 4.1°C, while the Carpathian region with an average UTCI of 7.2°C and the Central region (7.1°C) were the warmest; however, in the Central region the average minimums and maximums were higher. The highest spatial averages in almost all the regions except the Carpathians and mountain summits were above 38°C, which indicates very strong heat stress. The lowest, in turn, were more differentiated and varied from under -50°C in the Coastal and Eastern regions (A, C, E), which indicates extreme cold stress, to ca. -40°C in the Central and Carpathian regions. Mountain summits were characterized by completely different conditions. The Sudetic region was colder than the Carpathian one in terms of UTCI, mostly because minimum values were considerably lower than in the Carpathians; however, maximum values were higher than in the Carpathian region (Tab. 1).

Table 1. Spatial averaged UTCI (°C) values (avg); average annual and absolute values of minimum (min) and maximum (max) UTCI in individual areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Areas</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Min abs</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Max abs</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PL - Poland</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>-25.7</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>-39.6</td>
<td>31.12.1978</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>10.08.1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A - Coastal</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>-29.4</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>-51.2</td>
<td>31.12.1978</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>10.08.1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - Lakeland</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>-30.6</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>-44.6</td>
<td>31.12.1978</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>10.08.1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C - North-eastern</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>-34.3</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>-50.7</td>
<td>31.12.1978</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>31.07.1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D - Central</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>-26.5</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>-39.5</td>
<td>15.01.1963</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>12.07.1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E - Eastern</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>-32.4</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>-50.4</td>
<td>31.12.1978</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>12.07.1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F - Sudetic</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>-28.1</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>-45.0</td>
<td>17.01.1955</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>27.07.1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G - Carpathian</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>-27.2</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>-40.7</td>
<td>07.01.1982</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>11.08.2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H - Summits</td>
<td>-16.0</td>
<td>-56.1</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>-63.6</td>
<td>13.01.1968</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>04.07.1952</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One of the coldest days in Poland, especially in regions A, B, C, E and the north half of region D, was 31 December 1978. On that day UTCI at 12:00 UTC reached -57.3°C in Hel (region) and was below -50°C in many cities. That day the spatial averages of UTCI reached their absolute minimums in the whole north and north-east Poland (A, B, C, E areas) as well and in the whole area of Poland (Tab. 1).

The warmest day in terms of thermal stress in Poland was 10 August 1992, when under clear skies and with almost no wind air temperature in Słubice on the west polish border rose to 37.3°C and UTCI up to 43.1°C, with values in Szczecin just slightly lower (Fig. 2). That day the maximum spatial UTCI averages for whole Poland and in Coastal and Lake district were noted (Tab. 1).

### Time changes of spatially averaged UTCI

During the whole period, UTCI values rose, but minimum values rose more steeply than maximum values. The average increase in UTCI in Poland was 0.44°C/10 years, from 4.4°C in 1951 to 7.4°C in 2018. The largest increase in UTCI was recorded in the North-east (C), where it reached 0.73°C/10 years on average. The lowest was in the Sudetes, but it was statistically significant at p ≤ 0.05 in all regions. UTCImin values rose far more rapidly than averages, reaching 1.70°C/10 years in the North-east and around 1.0°C/10 years in the Central and in mountainous regions. The increase was statistically significant everywhere apart from the Coastal region. The growth of UTCImax was the lowest, varying from 0.18°C/10 years in the Sudetes and on the coast to 0.42°C/10 years in the north-east, and was 0.28°C/10 years on average in Poland, and statistically significant (Tab. 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PL – Poland</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A – Coastal</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B – Lakeland</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C – North-eastern</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D – Central</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E – Eastern</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F – Sudetic</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G – Carpathian</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H – Summits</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A chart of the UTCI profile over the 68 consecutive years shows that UTCImin was characterised by the highest year-to-year variability. In 1978 UTCImin was -39.6°C, while 3 years before, in 1975, only -18.5°C. Similarly in 1987 it was -36.9°C, but 3 years later in 1990, -16.8°C. UTCIavg growth was more stable, although the period between the years mentioned above, 1975 and 1990, saw the greatest fluctuations. The growth of UTCImax was the smallest, but there are two distinct periods in its course: lower values were recorded in the years 1975-1987, with years with very high UTCImax values, 1989, 1992 and 1994, occurring right after them (Fig. 3).

### Spatial contrasts in UTCI within bioclimatic areas and within whole Poland

The paper presents not only UTCI values in the designated areas, but most importantly the spatial contrast in UTCI in a given area (dUTCImax) at 12:00 UTC. Furthermore, it shows contrasts in UTCI for Poland as a whole, excluding mountain summits as with them the differences would be almost twice as high. Obviously, in smaller regions, which are thus less diverse in terms of weather, the contrasts were lower than for Poland as a whole. The average daily spatial contrast (dUTCImavg)
for Poland in the years 1951-2018 was 21.1°C (38.7°C including summits), the average of the lowest contrasts (dUTCImin) was 7.5°C, and of the highest contrasts (dUTCImax), 45.6°C (Tab. 3).

The lowest variability in UTCI was present in the central region (D), where average contrasts in dUTClavg were 13.4°C, and the lowest difference between individual stations was 2.7°C. In most regions the smallest spatial contrasts approached 0, which means that on a given day at 12:00 UTC, these stations had the same thermal stress conditions. This was the case even for mountain summits (H), where, in turn, the highest dUTClavg were noted, with an average of 48.8°C. The smallest variation in UTCI was observed for the Lakeland region (B). In fact only 2 stations represent the region, although they are located at a distance of 200 km and UTCI characteristics indicate that they are quite similar according to weather. The North-eastern area is also climatically consistent, though it is representing also by 2 stations, located 100 km apart (Tab. 3).

In the 68 years analysed, the greatest differences in UTCI in Poland and in individual regions occurred in the first half of the analysed period, and in most regions, in the 1950s and 1960s. However, the greatest contrasts in UTCI on Polish territory occurred on 24 February 1978 and equalled 59.7°C. On that day in Suwałki (north-eastern edge of Poland), UTCI reached -47.1°C (Ta -8.6°C, wind speed at 10 m height 14 m·s⁻¹) while

![Figure 3. Multiannual changes in spatially averaged yearly values of UTCIavg, UTCImin and UTCI max for Poland with trend and 10-year moving averages (10-y mov avg), 1951-2018](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Mean dUTCI</th>
<th>Highest dUTCI and date of occurrence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>avg</td>
<td>min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL - Poland</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A - Coastal</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B - Lakeland</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C - North-eastern</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D - Central</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E - Eastern</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F - Sudetic</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G - Carpathian</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H - Summits</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in Wrocław, located 530 km to the south-west, UTCI was 12.6°C (Ta 7.8°C and wind speed 1 m·s⁻¹). In the largest, Central region (D), the greatest spatial contrast in the 68-year study period also occurred in February: on 14 February 1979 in Płock UTCI was -42.5°C, while 300 km to the south, in Tarnów, UTCI was 7.6°C (Tab. 3).

**Time changes of UTCI contrasts within bioclimatic areas**

Spatial contrasts in UTCI vary distinctly throughout the year, with a summer minimum and a maximum in the months February-March (Fig. 4). This primarily reflects the general variability of the weather and its stimulating qualities, which are the greatest at the end of winter and start of spring, and the smallest in July and August. In the Central region, which on average has the greatest contrasts, dUTClavg was around 10.5°C in summer and 16.3°C in February, while on the coast it varied from 6.8°C in August to around 10.5°C from February to April, and in the Eastern region (E) it was 4.6°C in August and only 7.1°C in February. Monthly means of dUTCImax showed higher variation, but also in this case the Lakeland (B) and Eastern (E) regions were distinctly more homogenous in terms of thermal stress. dUTClmin clearly primarily showed high thermal variation in Central region, the biggest and the most differentiated one. Small contrasts in Lakeland region are probably caused by two reasons: small distance between the stations and their insufficient number in the analysis, but mainly due to location on the west part of Poland and lowland topography which facilitates the flow of air masses. A similar mechanism applies to Eastern region, mainly upland but quite plain, where usually the air mass and meteorological conditions in a given day not differ significantly.

As described earlier the UTCI values increased in the analysed 68 years, however their daily inter-station contrasts (dUTCI) decreased. Maximum contrasts decreased particularly distinctly, and as a result so did the mean contrasts. However, the lowest values of recorded UTCI contrasts decreased slightly (Fig. 5). dUTClavg for Poland as a whole dropped from 22.9°C in 1951 to 19.3°C in 2018 (i.e., by 0.54°C/10 years). dUTCImax increased by even 1.03°C/10 years, while dUTClmin, by 0.18°C/10 years. All the decreases were statistically significant at $p \leq 0.05$ (Tab. 4).

Multiannual changes in dUTCI and their 10-year moving averages show that the period with the most “positive” divergence
The stimuli of thermal environment defined according to UTCI in Poland

from the trend line was the years 1972-1986. This signifies high spatial variability of the weather in those years in the area of Poland, as different parts of the country were influenced by differing weather conditions. dUTCI reached a maximum of 59.7°C in 1978, and 56.2°C in 1986 (Fig. 5). In the same period, distinctly lower dUTCI values were also recorded (Fig. 3). Apart from a general decrease in dUTCI in the analysed 68-year period, after 2005 the 10-year moving average line can be seen to approach the trend line, which indicates a decrease in UTCI differentiation in the area of Poland.

Table 4. 10-year trends (°C) in mean yearly average (dUTClavg), minimum (dUTClmin) and maximum (dUTClmax) UTCI contrasts between stations located in individual areas, 1951-2018 (bolded values are statistically significant at p ≤ 0.05)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PL – Poland</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A – Coastal</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B – Lakeland</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C – North-eastern</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D – Central</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E – Eastern</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F – Sudetic</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G – Carpathian</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H – Summits</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 presents mean annual values of contrasts (dUTClavg) in regions in consecutive years. The scales on the Y axes differ, but on all the charts the range is 10°C, it has to be done otherwise the charts would be unreadable. Thus in addition to the change trend given in Table 4, also the slope of the trend lines may be compared. In the analysed period, in all regions apart from the Coastal area a decrease in UTCIavg variability within regions was observed. The fall in stimuli varies from -0.16°C/10 years in the Lakeland region to -0.32°C/10 years in the centre and north-east of Poland. In the analysed 68 years the greatest changes in stimuli in the distinguished regions occurred in the north-east region, particularly in the years 1968-1993, where also the 10-year moving average curve is distinctly above the trend line. After 1998 thermal stimuli in this region decreased significantly.

The Coastal region differs significantly from the others: dUTCI increased and the average stimuli in the region increased slightly but statistically significantly, by -0.14°C/10 years.
Figure 6. Multiannual changes in mean yearly contrasts (dUTClavg) between stations located in individual regions with trend and 10-year moving averages (10-y mov avg), 1951-2018.
Figure 7. Multiannual changes in maximum yearly contrasts (dUTCImax) between stations located in individual regions with trend and 10-year moving averages (10-y mov avg), 1951-2018
The increase in dUTCImin and dUTCImax was negligible and statistically insignificant. A distinctive feature of this region is significant differences in stimuli in successive years (Tab. 4, Fig. 6, 7).

Maximum contrasts in UTCI in regions clearly show greater variability than the averages, but also a distinct, sometimes several times higher decrease over the 68 years studied. The greatest decrease in UTCImax in a region occurred in the Carpathians, where it reached -1.75°C/10 years. This means that the dUTCImax of a given day between Zakopane and Lesko decreased significantly. This results also from the fact that for the Carpathian region the period under study is 4 years shorter, and in the years 1951-54 the differences in UTCI in most regions were lower compared to the second half of the 1950s. Another clear fall in dUTCImax, by -1.04°C/10 years, occurred in the coolest, north-eastern region (C), in which also the greatest increase in UTCI values was recorded. Thus the region warmed significantly, but also became more thermally homogenous.

The smallest dUTCImax decrease was observed in the Sudetic region, which generally had some of the lowest dUTCImax. In the regions with the greatest variation in UTCI values, D and H, the downward trend of spatial contrasts was average (Fig. 7).

While on the scale of the whole country the dUTCImin trend is negative, and though small it is statistically significant, no significant changes were noted in any of the regions. In each year there were days when thermal stress was the same in the whole region, and spatial contrasts of UTCI were close to 0.

Discussion

To remind, the whole paper is based on UTCI from 12:00 UTC and its different characteristics: daily lowest (UTCImin) and highest (UTCImax) values at all the stations in the area, the spatial averages (UTCImax) and most of all on the daily UTCI spatial contrasts (dUTCImax) in each of the areas, defined as the difference between the daily highest and lowest UTCI values in given area.

The significantly higher increase in UTCImin (0.75°C/10 years for the whole of Poland) as compared to UTCImax (0.44°C/10 years) or UTCIavg (0.28°C/10 years) confirms the greater upward trend for minimum air temperature than for maximum temperature, observed in Poland in many studies (e.g. Wibig & Głowicki, 2002; Michalska, 2011). A different analysis shows a greater increase in average January temperature, and a smaller increase in July (Lorenc, 2000), which indirectly reflects the same phenomenon, i.e., a greater increase in the lowest temperature compared to the highest temperature recorded in a given period. The same phenomenon is also visible in the characteristic days analysis, where the decreasing trend of ice or frosty days is much higher than the increasing trend of hot days (Bielec-Bąkowski & Piotrowicz, 2013; Twardosz & Kossowska-Cezak, 2013; Kuchcik, 2017).

The decrease of UTCI values during 1970s and 1980s strictly refers to reduction in surface shortwave radiation and sunshine duration (“global dimming”) and a subsequent increase up to the 2000s (“global brightening”) observed in Poland and other parts of Europe (e.g. Matuszko, 2014; Sanchez-Lorenzo et al., 2015). 1980 had record-low values of insolation at many stations in Poland (Koźmiński & Michalska, 2005). The long-term variability in insolation is most often explained by air circulation driven changes in cloudiness (e.g. Houghton et al., 2001; Stjern et al., 2009) or changes in aerosol content in the air (e.g. Wild et al., 2005; Vetter & Wechsung, 2015).

An analysis of UTCI value and spatial contrasts trends in regions shows some variation and a differing magnitude of changes, and in one case even a different direction of changes. The greatest increase in UTCI, whether average, minimum or maximum, occurred in the coolest, North-eastern region of Poland, where UTCImax increased by 0.73°C/10 years. Meanwhile, the smallest increase in UTCI was present
on Mountain summits, but also on the Baltic Sea coast, i.e., in the north and south of Poland. In an analysis of UTCI trends in the years 1975-2014 in the largest Polish cities, the highest and statistically significant fall in the number of cold stress days (with UTCI < -13.0°C) and rise in heat stress days (UTCI > 32.0°C) was also noted in northeastern Poland (Kuchcik, 2017). Long-term analysis of UTCI (1966-2015) in the whole area of Poland showed very similar results, i.e., an increase in days with UTCI > 32°C by 1.3 days/10 years in north-eastern Poland (Suwałki) and by 2.0 days/10 years in the south (Rzeszów, close to Tarnów), and almost no increase or a very small increase of up to 0.6 days/10 years on the coast (Tomczyk & Owczarek, 2020). These results run counter to an analysis of mean area air temperature trends in Poland in the period 1951-2000, according to which the rapidest warming is occurring on the coast and in the Lakeland region (Wójcik & Miętus, 2014). This demonstrates that UTCI is a significantly different characteristic of the thermal environment than air temperature by itself. Apart from temperature, its value is affected also by solar radiation, wind speed and air humidity.

Błażejczyk et al. (2015) analysed the average number of heat and cold stress days in Poland in the years 1966-2012 on the basis of data from a similar set of stations, but did not calculate regional spatial averages or monthly trends. However, the course of the yearly number of cold and heat stress days was obviously similar to that obtained in the present research.

UTCI variation in regions is distinctly the lowest in summer and highest in February and March. The period from November to March, and February in particular, have the highest frequency of large day-to-day changes in air pressure (> 8.1 hPa), and thus the greatest variability in weather and weather differences even between towns that are close together (Koźmiński & Michalska, 2012; Kuchcik et al., 2013; Bilik et al., 2014; Rozbicka & Rozbicki, 2016).

In the case of UTCI, the most important stimulus is the index value itself but the stimulus could be also its spatial and day-to-day variability. This is why a decrease in spatial contrasts of UTCI in regions could indicate a decrease in their stimuli. Because the lack of the papers to which these results could be compared with, the Authors try to compare them to another characteristic of weather condition stimuli, i.e., day-to-day air temperature changes, which according the old biometeorological criterion is assumed temperature of 6°C is an acute stimulus that influences humans (Bajbakova et al., 1963). The number of such changes in Poland is decreasing significantly: on average in Poland in the years 1985-2014 by 1.1 days/10 years (Kuchcik, 2017), and in the cool half of the year in Kraków over the long period 1901-2010, by 4.9 days/100 years (Matuszko & Piotrowicz, 2012).

Clear increase of UTCI extreme values and a decrease in UTCI spatial contrasts within regions confirm proven persistence of large-scale circulation regimes over Europe (Kyselý, 2008) and whole northern hemisphere (Francis et al., 2020) noted since the mid-1980s and connected probably with Arctic fast warming. The greater persistence of large-scale weather systems results in more frequent heatwaves, cold spells, droughts, flooding, snowfalls, and of course in more frequent extreme high and low values of air temperature and hence UTCI values.

According to UTCI thermally most homogeneous is Lakeland and Eastern regions. Probably because the spatial contrasts are already small here their yearly average decreasing trends are also the smallest in Poland.

Spatial averages of UTCI values in the Carpathian Region are growing faster compared to the Sudetic region and a significantly greater downward trend in dUTCImax, including an over threefold greater decrease in dUTCImax, may be observed there. And here is the same problem as mentioned above, no papers to compare the results with. This is anywise reflected in the
abovementioned paper by Wójcik and Miętus (2014), who like the authors of the present paper analysed mean area temperature in Poland in the years 1951-2010, and pointed out that warming is the fastest in the northern part of the country and the Carpathians, and the slowest in upland areas and the Sudetes. But it should be remembered that UTCI is based not only on air temperature but also on wind speed, cloudiness and humidity. All these variables changed in the 20th century (Błażejczyk & Twardosz, 2010) and this can affect changes in UTCI. Meanwhile, in the work of Błażejczyk (2019), who analysed air temperature trends in 4 stations in a similar period, 1951-2015, trends in the Sudetes were slightly higher than in the Carpathians, namely 0.40/10 years in Jelenia Góra and 0.27/10 years in Zakopane for mean air temperature. Similarly, the upward trend for average UTCI in the years 1951-2018 in Jelenia Góra was slightly higher (0.36°C/10 years) than the trend for Zakopane (0.30°C/10 years). However, taking into account other stations and calculating area averages, the average upward trend for UTCI is greater in the Carpathians than in the Sudetes. Much depends on the selection and number of stations under analysis.

**Conclusions**

One of the most interesting results of the paper is its documentation of a significant decrease in thermal stress in north-eastern Poland, particularly visible in the increase in UTCI_min. It was even twice as high there as in other regions of the country. The country’s coolest region is clearly warming and becoming more homogeneous in terms of thermal stress.

While a significant increase in the value of UTCI was observed in all regions of Poland over the years 1951-2018, the contrasts of thermal stress both in Poland as a whole and in individual regions showed the opposite trend—they decreased significantly. It is probably due to growing persistence of large-scale weather systems and indicates a decrease in contrasts of weather conditions within the regions, but also in all of Poland.

The greatest thermal contrasts, and also the greatest contrasts in perceived conditions, occur when different parts of Poland are influenced by different pressure systems and air masses. The fact that these contrasts are clearly diminishing may indicate the decline of the “transitional” quality of the Polish climate.

Furthermore, the high dUTCI in the central region means that in further analyses of thermal stress, taking into account a greater number of stations, this region should be divided, at least by separating its southern part. This requires further research that would take into account more meteorological stations in this region.

Editors’ note:
Unless otherwise stated, the sources of tables and figures are the authors’, on the basis of their own research.
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